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Graded Summer Reading Assignment: 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin or Life among the Lowly, by Harriet Beecher Stowe. 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: All work for Uncle Tom will be typed. Single-space each 
answer and double-space between answers. One-inch margins. 14 point font 
size. See last page for example. Please use “N…..” for the N word. Submit work 
as an attachment in microsoft word format. Name your file as follows: 
lastname_firstname_filename. For example: 
Wilson_Leonard_ch_06_uncle_tom’s_cabin 

 
CHAPTER VI 

Discovery 
 
1. protracted: adjective: lasting a long time 

 

2. repose: noun: a state of rest; sleep 

 

3. connived: verb: secretly allowed 

 

4. ejaculating: verb: say something quickly and suddenly; ejaculation: noun: 
something said quickly and suddenly 
 

5. Identify the “[o]ne person…who might have shed some light on the matter…” 
of Eliza running away. 

 

6. apprize: verb: put a price upon 

 

7. plaguy: adjective: troublesome or annoying 



 

8. What “…was the topic in every mouth, everywhere…”? 

 

9. sententiously: adverb: sententious: adjective: given to moralizing in a 
pompous or affected manner 
 
10. pantaloons: noun: historical: men's close-fitting breeches fastened below the 
calf or at the foot 
 
11. Identify the “mechanical genius” of “Sam”. 
 
12. How did Sam perceive his social movement in the future absence of Tom? 
(“Now, dar, Tom’s down--…”) 
 
13. To whom does the author compare Sam’s “…not…very profound 
wisdom…”? 
 
14. Identify Sam’s “…regularly organized method of assisting his mental 
perplexities.” 
 
15. What does “Andy” mean by the question directed to Sam, “but can’t ye see 
through a ladder, ye black nigger?” 
 
16. visage: noun: a person’s face; a person’s facial expression 
 
17. What did Sam do “[o]n pretence of adjusting the saddle…” on Haley’s 
horse? 
 
18. deprecate: noun: “deprecating tone”: express disapproval of 
 
19. According to Sam, what “…makes all de difference in niggers”? 
 
20. In reference to the question above, identify the major historical event (1543-
1687) that filtered down from the most learned people in Europe, to American 
colonies, and finally to the life of slaves in America? What other characteristics 
are combined with the term from the question above to describe a particular 
method of understanding the world? 
 



21. Identify the characteristic that Sam believed he had “…cultivat[ed]”. What 
word do we use today? 
 
22. What does Sam expect he and Andy will receive for delaying Mr. Haley’s 
search for Eliza? “…Missis’ll give us…” 
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Uncle Tom’s Cabin or Life among the Lowly, by Harriet Beecher Stowe. 

 
CHAPTER VI 

Discovery 
 
1. protracted: adjective: lasting a long time 
The protracted conversation avoided all mention of money. 
 

2. repose: noun: a state of rest; sleep 
In repose, the body recovers from the day’s toil. 
 
3.  


